SOCCER PARK
TRAINING AND MATCH GUIDELINES FOR FIELD USAGE
1. Goals may be moved for training session but goals must be anchored at all times once they
are placed in their needed spot. Goal anchors should be on the assigned field. If no goal
anchors are available, ask management staff to provide them. If goals are moved, they
must be returned to their original spot.
2. Moving of goals for youth practices should be done by adults when able. If goals are to be
moved by youth, an adult must supervise and assist in the moving of the goals. Goals
should be moved one at a time so that proper supervision by an adult is in place.
3. Shooting and goalkeeper training activities should be done outside of the penalty area,
preferably near the sides of the field off the normal playing surface. Goalkeeper pre-match
warm-ups should be done outside of the penalty area. Pre match shooting activities may
be done within normal penalty area.
4. Repetitive activities such as ladder training, grid training, etc. should be done in areas that
are not heavily utilized for normal play. Repetitive activities as indicated above should be
limited to dry field conditions.
5. Only those individuals involved directly in the training or match should be on the field of
play. Spectators should remain off the field of play.
6. Teams are responsible for cleaning up all trash including food, drink bottles, paper cups,
ankle tape, shin guard tape, etc. and placing in appropriate trash containers.
7. Rental time includes set up, warm up, cool down, and break down. Teams should not get
on fields before their scheduled rental time. Teams should end their session and leave the
fields at the scheduled end time. This will allow waiting groups to get access to the fields at
their scheduled time. If there is not a group on a field ahead of you, please inform your
players that they should not get on the field until the proper time.
8. Parking on any sidewalk area is prohibited. This especially applies to the sidewalk area
near Field 4 on the entrance driveway.
9. Number of teams allowed to train on a field at the same time:
U14 and older (or combination of U14 and younger) – 2 (No more than 45 players)
U11-U13 – 3 (No more than 45 players)
U10 and below – 4 (No more than 45 players)
YTS / ATP / 1st Touch Programs – Number to be approved by Soccer Park Staff.
10. Parking on any sidewalk area is prohibited. This especially applies to the sidewalk area
near Field 4 on the entrance driveway.

